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ViPEr-HiSS: A Case for Storage Design ToolsLeana Golubchik Joseph Dunnick Jerey K. HollingsworthDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20742fleana,jow,hollingsg@cs.umd.eduAbstractThe viability of large-scale multimedia applications, depends on the performance of storage sys-tems. Providing cost-eective access to vast amounts of video, image, audio, and text data,requires (a) proper conguration of storage hierarchies as well as (b) ecient resource man-agement techniques at all levels of the storage hierarchy. The resulting complexities of thehardware/software co-design in turn contribute to diculties in making accurate predictionsabout performance, scalability, and cost-eectiveness of a storage system. Moreover, poor de-cisions at design time can be costly and problematic to correct in later stages of development.Hence, measurement of systems after they have been developed is not a desirable approach topredicting their performance. What is needed is the ability to evaluate the system's designwhile there are still opportunities to make corrections to fundamental design aws. In this pa-per we describe the framework of ViPEr-HiSS, a tool which facilitates design, development, andsubsequent performance evaluation of designs of multimedia storage hierarchies by providingmechanisms for relatively easy experimentation with (a) system congurations as well as (b)application- and media-aware resource management techniques.1 IntroductionThe viability of large-scale multimedia applications, such as digital libraries, tele-medicine, digitalspecial eects, and distance learning, depends on the performance of storage systems. Commonamong these applications is their high bandwidth and storage requirements, coupled with someform of real-time or continuity constraints. Such requirements pose a signicant challenge to thedesign of hierarchical networked storage systems. Many companies, such as HP, IBM, and Intel,1
have identied the design and maintenance of large-scale storage systems as an important growtharea, emphasizing the need for eective designs of storage systems.Providing cost-eective access to vast amounts of video, image, audio, and text data, requires (a)proper conguration of storage hierarchies as well as (b) ecient resource management techniques atall levels of the storage hierarchy, including data placement, scheduling, prefetching, and caching.The resulting complexities of the hardware/software co-design in turn contribute to dicultiesin making accurate predictions about performance, scalability, and cost-eectiveness of a storagesystem. Moreover, poor decisions at design time can be costly and problematic to correct in laterstages of development. Hence, measurement of systems after they have been developed is not adesirable approach to predicting their performance. What is needed is the ability to evaluate thesystem's design while there are still opportunities to make corrections to fundamental design aws.Consequently, design, analysis, evaluation, and development of hierarchical multimedia storagesystems is no small undertaking, for which few have all the necessary resources.In this paper we describe the design of ViPEr-HiSS, a tool which facilitates design, devel-opment, and subsequent performance evaluation of designs of multimedia storage hierarchies byproviding mechanisms for relatively easy experimentation with (a) system congurations as well as(b) application- and media-aware resource management techniques without the need for extensivecode development or access to physical storage devices. Specically, we allow the design engineerto describe a system's design (including hardware conguration and corresponding resource man-agement techniques) in terms of a combinations of physical, simulated/emulated, and analyticallymodeled storage devices.We believe that work on the design and development of such tools represents a fundamentallyimportant step in the design and performance evaluation of next generation hierarchical storagesystems. Many systems today are moving towards applications whose primary function is to transferlarge volumes of data from an I/O subsystem through the network, possibly subject to some formof real-time constraints. Therefore, ecient storage system designs are fundamental to the viabilityand success of these applications, and thus we expect our tool to be of use to a broad range ofcurrent and future systems and applications.The main goals in the design and development of ViPEr-HiSS are: (1) identication of propermechanisms for design specication and subsequent performance evaluation of hierarchical multi-media storage systems and incorporation of them into the tool; as well as (2) illustration of howthe resulting design tool can aid in the development of novel and useful resource managementtechniques for storage hierarchies as well as in accomplishing orders of magnitude improvements in2
performance of future storage technologies.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss challenges andrequirements related to multimedia storage systems. In Section 3 we describe the design of ViPEr-HiSS. Section 4 briey surveys related work. Lastly, in Section 5 we give a few concluding remarks.2 Storage Systems and Application Challenges2.1 Application Requirements and ChallengesThe characteristics of multimedia applications which lead to diculties in end-to-end systems designare that they have very large bandwidth and storage needs, with vastly dierent performance andreliability requirements, often coupled with real-time constraints. Thus, one challenging task indesigning multimedia end-to-end systems is satisfying the real-time requirement of continuouslytransmitting a multimedia object, from the storage subsystem (possibly through a network) to theuser.Providing on-demand (or \near-demand") service to multiple clients simultaneously (thus re-alizing economies of scale) is another challenge. Users expect to access objects within a small and\reasonable" latency upon request, where latency can be attributed to deciency of resources atany level of the storage hierarchy or the network, at the time the request is made.Many designs have been proposed that succeed for \small" versions of multimedia applicationsbut simply do not scale up. Thus, another challenge is to properly architect scalable end-to-endsystems that will permit the deployment of \large" versions of these applications. Real-time orcontinuity constraints, large bandwidth, large storage, and concurrent access by multiple users |these are only the tip of the iceberg. The highly interactive nature of a variety of multimediaapplications, resulting in fairly unpredictable workloads, presents a whole other challenge. Theseinclude various scientic visualization problems, digital eects applications, distributed multimediawarfare simulations, medical imaging applications, 3-D virtual worlds, and many more. Manystate-of-the-art systems for such highly interactive applications can only handle memory-basedapplications. Current needs call for data sets that will not even t on disk-based systems (e.g., asin [?]). 3
2.2 Storage System Requirements and ChallengesThere are many challenges that multimedia application impose on the storage system design, whichresult in a need to explore better algorithms for data layout, scheduling, workload characterization,storage device characterization, and construction of data retrieval policy over multiple user requestsin heterogeneous (in terms of storage devices, physical media, and applications) environments.The economics of storage devices are such that there is always a tradeo between access speedand device and physical media costs. In spite of the dramatic improvements in the cost of secondarystorage, high bandwidth magnetic disks alone are inadequate for meeting the storage and deliveryneeds of many multimedia applications. Thus, multi-level storage hierarchies are needed if wewish to take advantage of the low cost of tertiary media but still provide reasonable performancecharacteristics, in the context of data intensive applications with some form of real-time constraints.(By \tertiary" storage we mean various types of storage devices, such as CD-ROM's, tapes, DVD's,even cheap and slow magnetic disks, for which secondary storage can act as a \cache".) Hence,there is also a need for cost/performance evaluation methodologies that will allow us to properlycongure storage subsystems. (Note that, it may not be possible to increase the conguration of astorage subsystem by an arbitrarily small size increment, e.g., it is not always possible to add oneor two more tapes to a robotic tape storage library; hence, determining cost-eective congurationsis not, in general, a simple task.)Furthermore, given current advances in network-attached storage devices, there are challenges indesigning hierarchical multimedia information systems with storage (and computational resources)that are dispersed across local and wide area networks. Thus, in designs of storage systems wemust consider networking resources as well. More specically, in this paper, we consider SystemArea Networks (SANs) type environments and designs of storage hierarchies where the variousstorage devices are connected through a high speed local area network, such as a Gigabit Ethernet.Although issues related to accessing storage devices through Wide Area Networks are of importanceas well, they are outside the scope of this paper and are the topic of future research.It is interesting to note that storage devices are particularly interesting resources, especiallyin a parallel or distributed environment. Although many basic principles of parallelism do apply,some characteristics are unique to storage subsystems | whereas in the case of resources suchas CPUs, one could consider a pool of interchangeable resources whose use can be determined atruntime (at least when dynamic scheduling is used), all storage resources are not equivalent sincea storage device's utility is determined by the data stored on it. Moreover, the placement of thedata is typically determined a priori. This \partitioning" of resources (based on data placement)4
contributes to some of the diculties in designing cost-eective large-scale I/O systems in general.Solutions to this problem, through data layout and scheduling techniques, are often applicationdependent. The distribution of data among the storage devices of the system can signicantlyaect the overall performance of that system | inappropriate data placement can lead to loadimbalance problems due to skewness in the data access patterns.It is also important to note that most storage devices can be viewed as a \multidimensional"resources, e.g., for disks the dimensions correspond to storage capacity and bandwidth capacity,where depending on the application one or the other resource can be the bottleneck. Hence, storagerelated resource allocation problems often correspond to hard theoretical problems [14].In this section, we have briey described challenges in storage system designs arising bothfrom application needs and current architectures of storage devices. Much work is still needed onresource management algorithms that can address the above raised issues. However, even with theexistence of such algorithms, cost-eective storage system design is no simple task. Thus, in thenext section we describe the design of ViPEr-HiSS, a tool that can aid in the design, conguration,and subsequent performance evaluation of hierarchical storage systems, with a focus on multimediaapplications.3 Storage Design ToolStorage sub-systems are a fundamental part of computer systems and for many data intensive ap-plications they are the main performance bottleneck. Economies of scale, thus far, dictate the use ofstorage hierarchies, with orders of magnitude dierences in storage device (a) capacities, (b) accesslatencies, (c) transfer rates, and (d) costs. Furthermore, today's storage devices, even those in thesame \category", can have vastly dierent architectures, and thus evaluation of cost/performancetradeos in their design and conguration can be quite complex. An excellent example of this arerobotic tape storage libraries, as can be seen in Table 1 which illustrates architectural, performance,as well as cost characteristics for some typical robotic tape storage libraries (these are list priceswhich were compiled from quotes, web-sites, and catalogues during the Spring of 1997).Although there is less diversity in architectural characteristics of magnetic disks, they stilldier in storage capacity, transfer characteristics, and cost. Cost is a function of storage andperformance characteristics as well as I/O channel protocols used (e.g., SCSI devices are usuallymore expensive than IDE devices). Moreover: (1) an improvement in one disk characteristic does5
Characteristic ACL 4/52 ACL 6/176 Ampex Exabyte AMEMax. number of Drives 4 6 4 2Number of robots 1 1 1 1Robot Latency (s) 20 20 6 10Total Latency (s) 210 210 34 195Max. tertiary bandwidth (MB/s) 20 30 60 6Tertiary capacity (GB) 1,820 6,020 6,400 400Cost of Library (w/ 1 drive) 24,000 62,000 280,000 19,375Cost of Library (w/ max drives) 57,000 117,000 610,000 26,000Table 1: Robotic Tape Storage Libraries.not usually correspond to a similar improvement in other characteristics, e.g., it is easier and cheaperto increase storage capacity than to increase transfer rates or reduce seeks, and (2) performanceslosses due to overheads (such as seeks) are largely a function of the workload characteristics, datalayout schemes, vendor implemented optimizations, and so on. (Similar statements are also truefor tertiary storage devices.) Thus cost/performance tradeos in design and conguration of disksubsystems are not always straight forward as well. (This problem can become worse if we considerdisk arrays, as shown in an example of purchasing a RAID array given below.)3.1 Motivation and BackgroundOver the years, relatively little attention in system designs has been given to storage system re-sources, as compared to CPU resources. This is especially true for tertiary storage devices, whose\proper" place in a system's architecture is not well understood [12]. Clearly, the problem is exacer-bated further when we consider an entire storage hierarchy design and subsequently try to evaluateits performance.However, the need for such systems is more pressing every day, due to the enormous stor-age requirements of modern applications, such as continuous media services, digital libraries, andscientic computing systems. Hence, research on design and evaluation of congurations and re-source management techniques at various levels of the storage hierarchy is gaining momentum[23, 18, 22, 29, 1, 17]. All these works illustrate two important points: (1) it is dicult to evaluateand predict performance of storage devices and (2) the required performance characteristics are of-ten achieved at the cost of complex solutions (be they data layout, scheduling, or other algorithms),given the current storage device characteristics and modern application needs. The more complexthe architecture and the resource management algorithms (and their interaction), the more di-cult it is to predict the overall system performance. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that6
application designers, which have the need for high performance storage hierarchies, do not usuallyhave the necessary expertise to either employ such complex solutions or to choose among them.There is a common misconception that storage systems are \cheap". What is getting relativelycheap is the storage space; there is still a great deal of cost in achieving reasonable performancecharacteristics (such as access latencies) and development (and maintenance) of \custom" systemsfor high performance applications [5]. Currently existing solutions to large-scale storage problemsare expensive, both in terms of (a) software costs (HPSS software costs about $100; 000); and (b)people costs (one study [9] reported that \on the average, one full time person was needed tomanage every 10G bytes of storage"). The problem is getting worse since the costs associated withstorage systems are growing (relative to the cost of the raw storage).The \build it and then measure it" approach to system design is inappropriate, because afterthe system is implemented and its performance measured, signicant design (as opposed to theimplementation) changes are largely impossible to make. Therefore, given the vast dierences in (a)architectures of storage devices, (b) possible resource management algorithms, and (c) in general,degrees of freedom in the overall system architecture, what is really needed is the capability to (1)predict performance of designs and (2) experiment with \what if" type questions. This is preciselythe purpose of ViPEr-HiSS.To give a concrete example of what might seem to be a relatively simple problem of choosinga storage system to buy1, in [3] the authors describe their experience with in-house evaluation ofRAID systems (for the purpose of making purchasing decisions). This system was intended tobe used for high energy nuclear physics applications at the Thomas Jeerson National AcceleratorFacility. As described in [3], this process involved (a) installing (at the Jeerson Lab) RAID systemsfrom various vendors, (b) running the nuclear physics applications on these RAID systems, and(c) determining whether they achieve the desired performance requirements. This process tookapproximately one year to complete and required at least one person full time and part of the timeof several others.Imagine how much more dicult, time consuming, and costly such a process would be if atertiary storage system was involved, or yet a whole storage hierarchy, where the dierences betweenavailable devices are huge (compared to magnetic disks), and where it is not even clear where inthe storage hierarchy, if at all, some devices belong [12]. The need for evaluation of application-and workload-dependent tradeos between storage congurations is not uncommon [16, 5], as invideo-on-demand systems [2]. Thus design of tools for proper storage system congurations is an1This is not even a design problem, in some sense. 7
important problem in and of itself. The design and performance evaluation of such systems isbecoming more complex, as storage resources are distributed (at least) across LANs, through theuse of network-attached storage devices [13]. This type of design will soon become the norm ratherthan the exception. Thus, ViPEr-HiSS will be useful for design and evaluation of storage systemsat a variety of scales.3.2 Problem Description and SolutionStorage subsystem design, especially for large-scale applications with stringent performance re-quirements, is complex largely due to: (a) a variety of dierent devices that exist, (b) complexityof their behavior, and (c) degrees of freedom in possible designs. Simply put, storage systems havetoo many \facets" (in the form of device characteristics, vendor-based optimizations, a mixture ofworkloads, and a variety of data placement and scheduling algorithms) for a \back of the envelopecalculations" approach to be a viable and cost-eective solution to the storage hierarchy design andmanagement problem. Given the (potential) orders of magnitude dierences in performance andcost of the resulting systems, it is worth while and often necessary to invest a great deal of eort intheir design and conguration. Thus, there is a variety of reasons why a tool for software/hardwareco-design of hierarchical storage systems is not only useful but essential. These include: system sizing and conguration of the storage system customizing the storage system for specic applications and media (e.g., video, audio) performance evaluation and prediction of the resulting storage systemThe design of storage hierarchies involves a multitude of issues and tradeos. These includeconguration related issues, such as how many levels should there be in the storage hierarchy, whatdevices should belong to which level of the hierarchy, how many of each device should there be, howshould the devices be congured into groups, how should they be distributed over I/O channelsas well as communication networks, which data should (by default) reside on which device, andmany more. It also includes application-centric (or media-centric) issues, that inuence the overallsystem performance. These include data layout on the storage devices, migration of data throughthe storage hierarchy (e.g., prefetching, caching), and scheduling of data retrieval. All the while thedesign must take into consideration I/O channels and networking resources, the storage resources,and so on. 8
It is dicult to manage so many degrees of freedom and the resulting complexity, much less makepredictions about subsequent system performance. There are two extreme approaches one couldtake to solving this problem| pure modeling (be it analytical- or simulation-based) or measurementof a system's implementation. Neither extreme is applicable at all stages of the system's designand implementation. What is needed are mechanisms for making a smooth transition from oneto the other, as the system design and development progresses. The aim of ViPEr-HiSS is tocover a spectrum of performance evaluation needs which we accomplish partly through the use ofcombinations of simulated and physical system components, e.g., by starting with mostly simulateddevices and making a smooth transition to a complete system implementation.Figure 1 illustrates the major components of ViPEr-HiSS as well as the interaction betweenthese components. Here, resource management can be viewed as the combination of policy and
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User Defined MetricsFigure 1: Major Components of ViPEr-HiSS.mechanism. ViPEr-HiSS is designed to provide a library of common policies, as well as mechanisms9
to allow denition of new policies. Having a tool infrastructure for low level details allows rapidexperimentation with new high level policies as well as their quantitative evaluation. Althoughdierent mechanisms may aect the behavior of storage systems, ViPEr-HiSS focuses on policiesfor the following reasons. First, the slow speed of storage devices relative to processors providesa lot of extra processing cycles, so the speed of the code itself is not as important (conversely,the extra processing power gives the possibility to use computationally expensive policies). Second,using the same mechanism provides a baseline for the comparison of two dierent policies, otherwisea poorly implemented but good policy may be mistakenly overlooked for a well implemented badone.Below we describe each of the components in Figure 1. Note that, in order to make such a tooluseful and fulll the purposes described at the beginning of this section, it must have the followingset of essential functionalities2 : common interface for combining physical, analytically modeled, and simulated (or emulated)storage devices; data layout schemes including libraries of common layouts and user dened layout; scheduling algorithms that include libraries of common scheduling algorithms and user denedscheduling algorithms; simulated/emulated storage devices including libraries of common storage devices, user de-ned devices, and user dened analytical and simulation models of storage devices; characterization and evaluation, including benchmarking of storage devices, facilities for work-load characterization (and collection of application-related workload data), and facilities forcollection of measurements for user dened (as well as predened) performance metrics.Work has already been done on some aspects of these requirements, for instance on benchmarkingof disks [33], and to a lesser extent tape systems [22, 19]. All of these are needed for a useful designtool. Thus, we incorporate existing techniques into ViPEr-HiSS, as appropriate, and develop ourown where the need exists.2Note also that, the goals of ViPEr-HiSS are dierent from those of designing a multimedia le system mainly, inthat it is intended as a tool for design, conguration, and performance evaluation of storage hierarchies for specic(collections) of application requirements, rather than a relatively \generic" but modern le system which providesseveral classes of services to dierent types of applications (as opposed to the same class of service to all applications,as in a more \traditional" le systems). 10
We envision several types of uses for ViPEr-HiSS: (1) conguration decisions (both by usersand vendors), including decisions on what type and how much of each storage device to include in astorage systems (as in the RAID example above), (2) software/hardware co-design and developmentof a hierarchical storage system, and (3) research on resource management techniques, particularlyin the context of multimedia applications.3.3 Conguration and System DescriptionAs already stated, proper system conguration can play a huge role in the performance and moreimportantly cost-eectiveness of a system | poorly sized systems result wasted resources andmoney. The user rst needs to specify the (hardware) conguration or high level architecture ofthe system. For instance, how many disks the system has, the disk parameters, what types oftertiary devices, and so on. In ViPEr-HiSS, the user can either choose from a library of exististingdevices, or dene their own, describing the newly dened devices to conform to the tool interface.In either case, device parameters must be specied by the user. We elaborate on the conguration-related functionality next.3.3.1 Combination of physical and simulated/emulated devicesThe need for combining physical and simulated/emulated devices is motivated by the following.First, it is preferable to make as many design and conguration decisions as possible before obtainingall the physical devices that might be needed for the system's development. Second, even when thephysical devices are available, it is preferable to evaluate their (potential) contribution to the designbefore expanding eorts on implementing code for accessing these devices (such as device drivers orraw device interfaces). Thus, a desirable approach is to begin the design and development processwith simulated devices3 and gradually include physical ones, as the system design progresses. Asphysical devices are added to the system's design, the code can be written.There is, of course, a need to parameterize the simulated and emulated devices. If a corre-sponding physical device is not available, then the user can estimate the parameters, by usinginformation obtained from vendors. If, however, the physical device is available, the user can usethe benchmarking facilities (described in 3.3.3) to obtain the necessary parameters (since vendor3Note that, performance predictions of initial designs do not have to be very accurate, in a sense that they areneeded to make choices between fairly dierent design possibilities. So, even relatively coarse simulation models cangive good initial results and then be rened. 11
specied information is generally nominal based on optimistic assumptions of use).In addition to using ViPEr-HiSS to obtain performance predictions, the user might also wantto \see" the result of their data retrievals. This is especially useful in multimedia applications suchas video-on-demand systems, where lossiness in data delivery is acceptable and the correspondingperceived loss in quality-of-service is often dicult to quantify. In this case, it is desirable for theuser to actually see the video played out, even if some of the physical devices are not present. Forthis purpose, we use \higher" level storage devices to emulate retrieval of data from \lower" levelstorage devices. For instance, to emulate the retrieval of video from a robotic tape storage library(when we do not actually have one) we can store the video data on a disk; then the physical retrievalwill occur from secondary storage, but with performance characteristics (e.g., latency) of tertiarystorage. Matching performance is achieved by emulating the characteristics through the use of anappropriate simulation model of the corresponding tertiary device (similarly, an analytical modelcan be used as well).3.3.2 Plug-in of user dened simulation/emulation componentsThis functionality is needed since a tool can not possibly contain all components that might beneeded by a particular application. Furthermore, user-dened components can be especially usefulfor development of systems with some proprietary subsystem components, as part of the overalldesign. In addition, one can dene new components in order to \test" where in a storage hierarchydoes a certain type of a storage device belong or what device characteristics would make such asdevice a \useful" part of the storage hierarchy (e.g., DVD-ROMs). Lastly, a designer can use thisfunctionality in dening performance metrics of interests that are not pre-dened by the tool, i.e.,as part of that component's denition (see details below).As in the case of existing library devices, the user needs assistance in parameterizing user-dened devices | as before, these can either be estimated or obtained through the benchmarkingfacility, which we describe next.3.3.3 Benchmarking of storage devicesAs already stated, when a physical device is available, there is a need for extracting its parameters(such as seek characteristics, rotational latency, robot latency, and so on) for use in (a) the per-formance study of the storage system design and/or (b) data layout and scheduling techniques to12
be developed for a specic application, i.e., there is a need for \benchmarking" physical devices.For instance, there are several proposed data layout technique for video servers [4, 11] that takeinto consideration the fact that modern disks have multiple physical zones [26]. In order to em-ploy such techniques, one would need to determine details related to the geometry of a disk (e.g.,where the physical zones start and end). Benchmarking of the physical devices can also be usefulin extrapolating to larger scale designs. Lastly, benchmarking of a physical device can also revealvendor-implemented optimization, e.g., such as read-ahead of the next track (employed by diskvendors). Such optimizations can be in conict with user-intended resource management schemes(e.g., read-ahead is often undesirable in scheduling techniques devised for video-on-demand servers[11]), and hence, it would be useful to discover them, and when it is desirable (and possible) turnthem o.Clearly, benchmarking storage devices is no simple task [33, 19], and not one that an applicationdesigner might wish to undertake. Thus, we encorporate storage device benchmarking methodolo-gies and provide an automatic benchmarking facility in ViPEr-HiSS.3.4 Application CustomizationOnce the hardware conguration is specied, application-related information, such as resourcemanagement techniques, must be specied next. Such information, for instance, includes datalayout and scheduling techniques. After this step is complete, performance predictions can bemade. Depending on the results of the performance evaluation step, the designer may need torepeat some part of the cycle (i.e., make modication either to the conguration, or to the resourcemanagement techniques, or both).3.4.1 Automation of user-dened data layoutsThis feature is useful when the designer needs to specify a particular application- or media-dependent technique for layout of data on a physical device. For instance, this is needed by manycontinuous media servers (e.g., as in [28, 10, 11]) which use a specied layout of data to make per-formance guarantees. Accomplishing a specic data layout is by no means a simple task, especiallysince this often results in a need to deal directly with raw storage devices. For the \reasonablywell dened" and common data layout techniques, in ViPEr-HiSS, the user only needs to specifya conguration le with appropriate parameters (e.g., GROUPSIZE in the example of Figure 2).13




4: ld1    3
5:        simDisk1; simDisk2; physDisk3
6:        (ADDR%GROUPSIZE)
7:        (FLOOR(ADDR/GROUPSIZE))
8:        53067801
9:        1
10:       3
11:!endFigure 2: Example conguration le.example which requires no code on the user's part5. It describes a storage conguration and a datalayout for striping an object (e.g., a video) across 3 disks. Lines 1, 2, and 3 are the declarationsfor two simulated disks and one physical disk that make up the striping group. Line 4 begins theconguration le for a logical disk, namely \ld1" (a logical disk is used to group devices, in order,for instance to specify disk array type congurations) | the \3" on line 4 species that \ld1" ismade up of 3 component devices. Line 5 lists each of the components (declared earlier). Lines6 and 7 are the layout conguration functions, each of which maps a logical address (ADDR) toa value | for line 6 that value corresponds to a disk (simulated or physical) and for line 7 thatvalue corresponds to a physical address on a disk. Thus, line 6 gives a function which determineswhich component disk to store/retrieve data to/from, and line 7 gives a function for determining atwhich physical address on that component disk the data is stored (and retrieved from). Using thesefunctions, \ld1" can take any logical address and determine on which disk and where on that diskto store data (and subsequently retrieve it). Note that these functions are based on GROUPSIZE(specied on line 10) and so would not need to be rewritten if the number of disks in the stripegroup changed. Line 8 gives the size of the logical disk (which is three times the size of each ofthe homogeneous component disks, in this case). Line 9 indicates that the retrieval from the threedisks is to be performed in parallel (e.g., as in a RAID-3 type conguration). Line 10 gives thegroupsize, or stripe width, i.e., how many disks participate in a stripe. Line 11 denotes the end ofthe conguration le.Finally note that, even if a device is not a physical one (and hence there is no need to actuallyplace the data on the device), it is still useful to specify a data layout technique, since, for manymultimedia applications, it has a signicant eect on the overall system performance. Again, a4Note that some of the details of cycle-based scheduling proposed in [28] are left out of this example, for simplicityand clarity of illustration.5For ease and clarity of illustration we left out some details of the conguration le specication language.14
user can use either an existing conguration le that works with an existing or a user-speciedsimulated device, or provide his/her own conguration le.3.4.2 Plug-in user-dened scheduling algorithmsThe motivation for user dened scheduling algorithms is the same as that for user dened datalayout techniques, to permit customizing the system for a specic application and/or media. ViPEr-HiSS provides this functionality as well. Schedulers, as well as the interaction between them, canbe specied at various levels of the storage hierarchy.3.4.3 Workload characterizationWorkload specic information, which is a function of the particular application intended to be runon the system being designed, is needed in order to accurately evaluate and predict the system'sperformance. Such information is user specied, and includes details such as request arrival ratesand corresponding distributions, distributions of skewness in data access, interaction between dif-ferent applications/workloads, and many more. Thus, in a sense, the application can be emulatedas well. For instance, such application emulation techniques have been developed for scienticworkloads [30]. We are also developing methodologies for emulation of multimedia applications.3.5 Performance Evaluation and PredictionOnce the system is specied (i.e., hardware characteristics, resource management techniques, andworkload characteristics), the next step is to run/emulate/simulate the system components andcollect performance information, in order to determine whether performance and quality-of-servicerequirements of the applications intended to be run on the designed system can be met. Of course,the user must specify what performance metrics are of interest so that the tool can measure them.3.5.1 Measurements collection and metric specicationIn order to understand the performance of the conguration and design being evaluated with ViPEr-HiSS, it is important to extract performance metrics from the devices in addition to end-to-endstatistics. To this end, we are developing a metric description system that allows users to dene and15
compose metrics as part of their system specication. While each device contains simple metrics(i.e., latency, data transfer rates), it is often important to be able to create custom metrics thatcapture the salient features of a particular target conguration.For example, consider the case where the system being evaluated is a video server that includesreplication of the same video on multiple devices, as in [24]. To evaluate this type of system, a userwould like to be able to create metrics that capture the load on each server that has a copy of thevideo. In addition, they would likely want to know how many requests for the clip were satisedby each replica. This type of information can be constructed from the basic device statistics,but requires custom metric denitions that track specic video clips rather than individual deviceoperations. ViPEr-HiSS will provide these types of metrics via an interface that allows users to:1. access statistics about the default devices we supply. Each of our devices will supply a set ofstandard metrics, and optionally device specic metrics (e.g., time spent waiting for a tapedrive to become available in a robotic mass storage library).2. create new statistics as part of the denition of custom devices. The idea will be to allowusers to create any statistics they nd useful. To make these metrics useful in compositionwith other devices, we are dening an interface to export these device specic options.3. dene a simple language to compose the device statistics into more complex metrics. Thiswill likely include simple arithmetic operations and statistics operations such as mean andvariance.4. dene a meta data format that allows statistics to be \attached" to the data objects as theypass through each device. By doing this we, can track performance data based on specicrequests as they ow through the system.4 Related WorkAn overview of issues and tradeos in the design of multimedia storage systems can be found in[15]. Facilitating management of these issues and design decisions based on these tradeos is oneof the primary motivations for designing and developing the ViPEr-HiSS tool. In the remainderof this section we briey survey related work on performance evaluation tools and contrast it withour own. Note that, ViPEr-HiSS is an \application-oriented" tool rather than a \methodology-oriented" tool. Thus in the interests of brevity, we will not discuss methodology-oriented tools(such as queueing networks, petri net, Markov chains, and simulation tools) below | a fair amount16
of literature exists on these topics, which can be found in the Proceedings of the InternationalConference on Modeling Techniques and Tools for Computer Performance Evaluation as well asat [?]. Similarly, we will not survey the literature on performance evaluation methodology and itsapplication; these can be found in proceedings of conferences such as SIGMETRICS, Performance,and so on.POEMS (Performance Oriented End-to-end Modeling System) [8] focuses on prediction of theend-to-end performance of parallel/distributed implementations of large-scale adaptive applications.As ViPEr-HiSS, POEMS provides a library of component models, from workloads to memoryhierarchies, but with a focus on parallel application performance prediction. In contrast ViPEr-HiSS focuses on storage systems for multimedia application, with an emphasis on design evaluation.The work of [32] which is implemented in the SPEED tool, has goals similar to those of ViPEr-HiSS (most notably, evaluation of designs) but with a focus on a dierent application, specically,that of performance evaluation of software architectures . Software performance engineering hasalso been investigated in the context of client/server systems [25].The Pablo analysis tool [27] and Paradyn tools [?] have been used for extracting workloadcharacteristics of parallel scientic applications. Uysal et al [30], have characterized and modeledI/O workloads of data intensive applications intended for running on large-scale parallel machinesfor the purpose of their performance prediction. Additionally, in [30, 31] the authors focus onsimulation of communication subsystems, mostly for large-scale parallel machines, for application-level performance evaluation; this simulator is congurable over many architectures, using publichardware specications. In contrast, ViPEr-HiSS focuses on performance prediction of designs ofmultimedia storage systems.5 ConclusionsThis paper presented the issues that arise in design and performance evaluation of storage hier-archies, and specically with application to multimedia systems. As a solution to the problem ofmanaging complexity of storage hierarchy designs, we are developing ViPEr-HiSS, a performancetool for design, conguration, and evaluation of hierarchical multimedia storage systems. TheViPEr-HiSS framework encompasses many facets of storage system designs, from application work-loads through system policies, down to the storage devices themselves. The benets arising from thedesign and development of ViPEr-HiSS include: (a) methodologies for system design specication;17
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